RESPONSIBILITY DESCRIPTION
Responsibility Title:
Hours:
Location:
Salary:

Construction Teacher
9.00am - 5.00 pm (2 days per week)
Across the TCW Hubs
From £22,775 pro rata (£9,110 for 2 days)

Summary of the responsibility:
This role has a specific responsibility of delivering Construction to a high standard to students on a small group (or 1:1) basis in
our hubs. Working mainly with KS4 students of all abilities and needs, the role delivers one day Construction experiences
culminating in the completion of a BTEC.
The role also works closely with their colleagues in the BTEC team to train, develop, mark and oversee the smooth running of the
department and the successful delivery of the annual student showcase.
This responsibility is in addition to the standard TCW Teacher responsibilities.
Onsite small group Construction Teacher Responsibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Deliver small group (or 1:1) Construction day experiences to assigned students
Lead and direct any TA or support teachers in the lesson ensuring all staff are used effectively
Liaise with and support any teachers delivering Construction to students offsite
Mark and moderate Construction controlled assessments
Support the BTEC team in the smooth running of their department including training, moderating and curriculum
development
6. Work with the BTEC team to deliver a successful annual student showcase and any school exhibitions throughout the
year
7. Attend external exam board training
Person Specification:
Essential
● This responsibility is available to any TCW staff on or starting a salaried contract with the school
● A-level (or equivalent) or above in a Construction or Technology based subject
● Comprehensive experience of teaching Construction based curriculum to students with behavioural and/or Special
Educational Needs
Desirable
● Degree or above in a Construction or Technology based subject
● Knowledge of at least two of the following trades; carpentry, painting and decorating, plastering, electrical, bricklaying
● Construction industry experience
This role is only expected to work onsite during term time with the exception of an additional 3 specified, out-of-term, office days
(dates TBC in advance of the commencement of the school year or upon request). This responsibility and the remuneration
associated with it is in addition to your contracted salaried position, and either party (TCW or yourself) can give 6 months notice of
the termination of this responsibility.
The responsibility description is not an exhaustive list and there may be times when the Chief Executive Officer or Headteacher will
require certain tasks to be undertaken that may not be listed here. These will always fall within the policies and procedures of TCW
and within the remit of what may be expected in your role. There will always be a discussion between all parties on whether the
successful candidate feels they can manage these extra tasks.

